
 

B R I T I S H  A L P A C A  F A S H I O N  C O M P A N Y  

OUR STORY  

“We design and make our cloth from  

the best of British Alpaca.   

We use the best of British Mills  

that have a heritage and  

tradition of weaving luxury fibres for the  

woollen and worsted cloth industries.”  

 

A N I L A  P R E S T O N ,  F O U N D E R   

The starting point for Anila was her love of the alpacas and her passion for 

innovative design. She was born in Sri Lanka which has a rich and ancient tradition of 

weaving techniques. She lived and worked in a rural town in New Zealand where she 

met her husband David. David and Anila have an alpaca farm high up in the hills of 

the Exmoor National Park in England where they have developed alpaca fibre with 

one goal – the creation of luxurious textiles. 

The environment and the relationship between man and nature is important when 

creating sustainable textiles which are also contemporary luxurious fabrics. With its 

long tradition and heritage of weaving Britain is the obvious choice for launching 

British Alpaca Textiles.  

The range of British Alpaca Textiles is unique. Alpaca is sourced only from Britain 

and both sorted and graded after shearing by Anila for the different types of cloth 

made from the fibre. Anila carefully selects the British weaving mill which is best 

suited to making the cloth designed for the brand. Each roll of fabric is carefully 

planned with the weavers and finished with the latest techniques that only Britain can 

offer the world.  

Alpaca is often blended with silk, wool and linen to provide a unique handle and 

excellent drape to the cloth. Impeccable quality and finish is the hallmark all of 

British Alpaca Textiles. 

 

 

 



 

OUR STORY IN PICTURES  

 

 

“The British Alpaca Fashion Company  

makes British Alpaca Textiles  

for the connoisseur who seeks elegance and luxury” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Look at the abundance of high quality fibre on our British Alpaca  

 



 

 

Feel the fineness and the luxurious texture of the British Alpaca  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

See the richness of the natural colours of the British Alpaca  
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This is our British Alpaca fibre 

 Woven into high quality 

Worsted suiting cloth  
 



 

The brand D & A represents the best of Brit LAUNCHING OUR BRAND  
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.            “A cut above the rest…. distinct for the distinguished” 

 

The brand D & A represents the best of British Alpaca for gentlemen’s 

suiting cloth. The Super 120S British Alpaca is an innovative fabric using 

the finest alpaca fibre with a micron count less than 18. Alpaca is blended 

with ‘A’ grade silk and ultra fine merino thus enabling William Halstead a 

weaving mill known for making worsted suiting for the luxury market to 

weave its magic. The suiting cloth is tough, cool, dry and light.  

It is made exclusively for the British Alpaca Fashion Company .     

 

 

A cut above the rest………………distinct for the distinguished ! 



 

 

 

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS 

 
 
 
 
 
B R I T I S H  A L P A C A  F A S H I O N  C O M P A N Y   
 

W I N N E R S  O F  T H E  N A T I O N A W I D E  S T A R T  U P  H U B  C O M P E T I T I O N  2 0 1 1  

 

 

  

 

 

 

Anila Preston with Alan Lewis CBE 
At the Manchester Conference 
Centre – Start up Hub Competition 
2011 

British Alpaca Fashion Company 
 – invited to No 10 Downing Street   to meet 
 the Prime Minister David Cameron - 2013 

  



 

OUR FIRST TESTIMONIAL 

 

 

“Here at roomten we believe in offering our customers the best of British tailoring.  

The three key elements to our well-made suits are construction of the suit, design and of course 

the fabric! The majority of our fabrics are sourced from British and Italian merchants. When one 

of our customers, Daniel Pender, provided us with his own cloth made from his own Alpaca’s 

we were a little sceptical! However our tailors loved working with the fabric and the end result 

was a stunning suit! The cloth has a luxurious silk like handle with that texture and appearance 

that a Mohair fabric can give you. 

Our customers will love the story of a locally sustainable produced fabric and a luxurious fabric 

with a difference. We expect the fabric to be durable and crease resistant, warm in the winter as 

it has great insulating properties, while remaining cool in summer!” 

 

David Groves 

Senior Tailor at roomten 

1 February 2014 

roomten 

Savile Row, London | Farnham, Surrey | Winchester, Hampshire | Geneva |  

www.roomten.co.uk 

 

 

http://www.roomten.co.uk/


 

 

OUR COMPANY PROFILE 

ALPACA FASHION COMPANY LIMITED (CRN 8887223) 

The British Alpaca Fashion Company is the first vertically integrated textile producer of 

innovative textiles from British Alpaca in the UK from the farming of alpacas to the design and 

production of high quality and luxurious suiting and coating cloth for the fashion industry 

THE TEAM 

ANILA PRESTON 

Anila is a lawyer who always had a passion for art and design and a creative outlet for desire to be 

creative.   Alpacas gave her that.   She is the brains behind the fabrics having spent the last 4 years 

researching and pursuing the possibility and potential of high quality alpaca fibre yarn and cloth.   

She was the recipient of the Asian Business Woman of the Year award (presented by Theresa May 

current Home Secretary) in 2006 and is a very focused entrepreneur as well as a 

company/commercial lawyer of over 30 years’ experience. 

DAVID PRESTON 

David is also a lawyer – with an agricultural bent.   Wearing his lawyer hat he oversees and manages 

legal and compliance issues affecting the business.   As a farmer he concentrates on alpaca 

husbandry ensuring the best possible conditions to produce fibre that conforms to if not exceeds the 

norms required to produce luxury fabrics in English mills.   No easy task – textile standards in the UK 

are extremely high and there is little margin for error in the quality of raw material leaving the farm. 

DAN PENDER 

Dan is an actuary and City hi flyer who also keeps alpacas.   He is the finance brains of the business 

keeping us on the straight and narrow!   He wears our cloths in his day job and takes every 

opportunity open to him to persuade his fellow executives of the rewards of trying a new fabric in 

their next suit.        

STEPHEN BRYER 

Stephen is the former General Manager of the Whitchurch Silk Mill in Andover.   He brings over 15 

years experience of textile weaving marketing and sales and is extremely knowledgeable of the 

industry.   He is primarily responsible for fabric design and sales and spends much of his time up and 

down the country talking to tailors about the special qualities of alpaca cloth. 



 

 

SO WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT OUR CLOTH? 

What differentiates high street from haute couture is the cloth. 

 

 

 

 

 

What makes a cloth stand out is the design and quality of the fibre that goes to make up the 

cloth. For this reason only the very best alpaca fibres are meticulously selected from our 

alpaca for the very best cloth we make. 

The alpaca fibre that goes to make up our cloth is exclusively from British Alpaca on our 

farms. The paddocks and fields where we keep our alpaca are free from chemical fertilisers 

or pesticides.  Shearing takes place once a year under close supervision of the farm owners 

and is only carried out by specialist alpaca shearers who understand how to handle alpacas 

thus causing minimum stress to the animals and humans. 

At shearing each alpaca fleece is graded skirted and sorted so that the fibres with a lower 

micron count can be separated from the coarser fibres and guard hair.  Alpaca fibre is sorted 

according to lustre, staple length and softness. Alpaca yarn with a micron count between 14 

and 19 is used to make our Super 120S cloth with a weight of 290 grams. 

The genetics of British Alpaca have been developed by alpaca breeders in the UK to improve 

the quality of fleece year in year out for the last 25 years.  This enables us to harvest good 

quality fibre each year and produce some of the best alpaca fibre in the world. 

We have now extended the boundaries of fabric innovation for the British Alpaca industry 

with the introduction of the Super 120s, 150s and our lightweight linen blends. The lightest 

of alpaca fibre is carefully blended and woven in a high tech worsted system with mulberry 

silk and ultrafine wool or linen to create an airy lightweight suiting cloth which has the 

aesthetic quality of a luxury cloth which can be crafted by master tailors to an amazing suit.  



 

Mulberry silk is rounder, finer and smoother than other silks and combined with fine alpaca 

and ultrafine wool, the end result is cloth which has a lustrous appearance good insulation 

properties and a beautiful drape making it suitable for all climates from East to West.  

This carefully controlled production process from shearing to weaving and finishing ensures 

the traceability of DNA of the British Alpaca to our UK farms in all suiting cloth produced 

under our brand D & A.  

This is only achieved by subtle blends of skilfully spun alpaca fibre woven into cloth by 

British mills with a long tradition and heritage of manufacturing worsted and woollen luxury 

textiles. We select mills that have years of experience to work with fine luxury fibres such as 

cashmere.  Alpaca is different to cashmere.  

Where cashmere is smooth and silky – alpaca is fluffy soft and light. 

 

 

 

 

 

                          CASHMERE                                                                    ALPACA 

After weaving we introduce our cloth to the 21st century. The cloth is treated with the latest 

technology to eliminate bacteria make it water resistant (not forgetting British weather!) 

and imprint the DNA of our British Alpaca. 

Anybody can make cloth – but making high quality luxury cloth is the secret recipe of the 

British Alpaca Fashion Company.   

The result is ………………….a very sustainable and special cloth! 

 

 

 

 

 


